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    Abstract:A single server Markovianqueueing system with the 

system alternates between regular busy state, repair state and 

working vacation state has been considered. If the system is busy, 

it functions as a single server Markovian queue. When it is on 

repair/vacation, again it functions as a single server Markovian 

queue but with different arrival and service rates. The vacation 

policy is multiple vacation policy and the vacation period follows 

negative exponential. In addition, during service the server may 

break down, the repair of the server starts immediately. The 

breakdown period and repair period follows two different negative 

exponential distributions. During the repair period the server 

serves the customer with service period follows negative 

exponential of different service rate. Some illustrative examples 

are also provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Some features which are common in the manufacturing 

system, the production system, thetelecommunication 

network and the computer system are queueing and 

breakdown. In practice these systems with these two features 

can be realized through a queueing system with breakdown. 

Many researchers including Federgruen and Green(1986), Li 

et al.(1997), Tang(1997), Nakdimon and Yechiali(2003), 

Wang et al.(2007), Wang et al.(2008), Choudhry and 

Tadj(2009) have studied these models. 

In day to day life, it can be seen that the server works during 

his vacation period, if the necessity occur, called working 

vacation queue. In the working vacation queues, the server 

works with variable service rate, in particular reduced 

service rate, rather than completely stops service during 

vacation period. Servi and Finn(2002) have first analyzed 

an      queue with multiple working vacation, in which 

the vacation times are exponentially distributed. Wu and 

Takagi(2006) extend the work to an       queue. Kim et 

al.(2003) analyzed the queue length distribution of the 

      queue with working vacations. Liu et al.(2007),  
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Examined stochastic decomposition structure of the queue 

length and waiting time in an       working vacation 

queue. Xu et al.(2009) extended the       working 

vacation queue to an        working vacation queue. Li 

et al.(2009) used the matrix analytic method to analyze an 

      queue with exponential working vacation under a 

specific assumption. Lin and Ke(2009) consider a multi 

server queue with single working vacation. Jain and 

Jain(2010) investigated a single working vacation model 

with server break down. Ke et al.(2010) have given a short 

survey on vacation models in recent years. 

 In many real life situations, it can be observed that the 

arrival of customers as well as service of a customer depends 

on current state of the system, that is, number of customers 

in the system, etc., Yechiali and Naor(1971) have considered 

a single-server exponential queueing model with arrival state 

depending on operational state or breakdown state of the 

server. Fond and Ross(1977) analyzed the same model with 

the assumption that any arrival finding the server busy is 

lost, and they obtained the steady-state proportion of 

customer's lost. Shogan(1979) has deals a single server 

queueing model with arrival rate dependenting on server 

state. Shanthikumar(1982) has analyzed a single server 

Poisson queue with arrival rate depending on the state of the 

server. Jayaraman et al.(1994) analyzed a general bulk 

service queue with arrival rate dependent on server 

breakdowns. Tian and Yue(2002) discussed the queueing 

system with variable arrival rate. The authores studied the 

model by using the principle of quasi-birth and death 

process(QBD) and matrix-geometric method. Furthermore, 

they calculated some performance measures, such as the 

number of customers in the system in steady-state, etc., 

Matrix-geometric method approach is a useful tool for 

solving more complex queueing problems. Matrix-geometric 

method has been applied by many researchers to solve 

various queueing problems in different frameworks. 

Neuts(1981) explained various matrix geometric solutions of 

stochastic models. Matrix-geometric approach is utilized to 

develop the computable explicit formula for the probability 

distributions of the queue length and other system 

characteristic. 

As a new direction, in this paper we assume that during 

breakdown period, the server works but with slower rate. 

Also the arrival rates are state dependent. Also the server 

take vacation whenever the system empty and continuous the 

vacation until at least one customer waits for service. During 

the vacation period, the server serves the customers, if any 

one arrives, with slower service rate. 

 In this paper, we consider an     queuewith multiple 

working vacation and with 

partial breakdown. The arrival 

rate dependents on the server 
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states. The model has been analyzed using matrix geometric 

method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In 

section 2, we give the model description, establish its quasi-

birth-death process. In section 3, we present the steady state 

solution using matrix geometric method. In section 4, we 

present some system performance measures. In section 5, 

wegives some particular models. and In section 6, we carried 

out a numerical study. 

 

II. THE MODEL 

We consider a single-server queueing system with the 

following characteristics: 

1. The system alternate between two states, up state 

and down state. In the up state it is either in regular state or 

in working vacation state. In the down state it is in the repair 

state. 

2. Arrival process follows Poisson. 

3. When the system is in regular busy period it serves 

customers based on exponential distribution with rate µ. 

4. During the regular busy period the arrival parameter 

is λ. 

5. The server takes vacation, if there are no customer 

in the queue at a service completion point. 

6. During vacation, the arrival rate is        . 
7. Vacation period follows negative exponential 

distribution with rate θ and the vacation policy is multiple 

vacation policy. 

8. When the server is in vacation, if customer arrives, 

the server serves the customer using exponential distribution 

with rate 
 
  

 
   . The server may break down during a 

service and the break downs are assumed to occur according 

to a Poisson process with rate α. 

9. Once the system break downs, the customer whose 

service is interrupted goes to the head of the queue and the 

repair to server starts immediately. 

10. Duration of repaired period follows negative 

exponential with rate β. 

11. During repair period customers arrive according to 

Poisson process with rate            . 
12. During repair period the server serves the 

customers, and the service period follows negative 

exponential with rate 
 
   

 
  

 
   . 

13. The first come first served (FCFS) service rule is 

followed to select the customer for service. 

A. The Quasi-Birth-And-Death (QBD) Process 

The model defined in this article can be studied as a QBD 

process. The following notations are necessary for the 

analysis: 

Let      be the number of customers in the queue at time   
and let 

      

                                 
                   

                                 

  

be the server state at time  . 

Let                , then              is a Continuous 

time Markov chain (CTMC) with state space   
                   , where i denotes the number of 

customer in the queue and j denotes the server state. 

Using lexicographical sequence for the states, the rate 

matrix , is the infinitesimal generator of the Markov chain 

and is given by 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                          

      
      
      

                          
                              

                                      
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

where the sub-matrices       and    are of order     and 

are appearing as 

    
    
   
    

  

    

      
 
     

          

        
 
   

  

    

 
 

  

   
   

 

  

and the boundary matrix is defined by 

    

  λ
 
 θ θ  

          

         

  

We define the matrix  as          . This matrix   

is a     matrix and it is of the form 

   
    
    
    

  

III. THE STEADY STATE SOLUTION 

Let                be the stationary probability vector 

associated with , such that      and       where   is 

a column vector of 1's of appropriate dimension. 

Let                  and                  for   . 

 If the steady state condition is satisfied, then the sub 

vectors    are given by the following equations: 

                                                                        
                                                    
      

                                                                    
where  is the rate matrix, is the minimal non-negative 

solution of the matrix quadratic equation (see Neuts(1981)). 

                                                                  
Substituting the equation (3) in (1), we get 

                                                                        
and the normalizing condition is 

                                                                         
Theorem: 3.1 

The queueing system described in section 2 is stable if and 

only if   , where 

  
      

    
 
α

 

 

Theorem: 3.2 

If    , the matrix equation (4) has the minimal non-

negative solution 

       
         

   

Proof 

Since the matrix A is 

reducible. The analysis 

present in Neuts(1978) is not 

applicable. In 
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Lucantoni(1979), similar reducible matrix is treated for the 

case when the elements are probabilities.  

Equation (4) can be written as 

    
        

         
       

   

Since   is non-singular,   
   exists and 

       
         

                                                              
where, 

  
  

 

 
 
 
 
   

     
 
   

       
 
    

     
 
   

    

     
 
   

        
 
      

              
 
 
 
 

 

   
 

                
 
    

 

Using Nuets and Lucantoni(1979), the matrix R is 

numerically computed by using the recurrence relation with 

       in equation (7). 

Theorem: 3.3 

 If    , the stationary probability vectors    
             and                    are 

   

 
 

              
 
                

 

 
         

 
                 

 

    
 

 
         

 
       

    
  

        
          

 

 
         

 
       

              

and      
                                                   

where, 

   
 

    
 
                                 

                            
 

   
        

                      
 

   
        

                             
 

Proof 

       and   follows from the equations (5) and (6). 

Remark: 3.1 

 Even though   in Theorem 3.2 has a nice structure which 

enables us to make use of the properties like    

 
  
       

 
  
        

   

   
 

 , for      due to the form of 

  &   , it may not be easy to cary out the computation 

required to calculate the    and the performance measures.  

                                                                                 
            

              
  for n   (9) 

and is the limit of the monotonically increasing sequence of 

matrices           . 

IV. PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

(i) Mean queue length                  

(ii)                        

(iii) Variance of queue length         
                                   

(iv) Probability that the server is ideal =    

(v) Mean queue length when the server is an vacation period 

=     
 
    

(vi)  Mean queue length when the server is in regular 

busy period =      
 
    

(vii) Probability that the server is in working vacation 

period = pr{J=0}=     
 
    

(viii) Probability that the server is in regular busy period= 

pr{J=1}=     
 
    

 

V.  PARTICULAR MODEL 

In the above model, we assume that        , and 
 
 

 
 
  , then we get 

       
         

   

   

 
 

                             
 

 
                         

 

    
 

 
               

    
  

        
          

 

 
                  

           

and      
      

where 

    
   
   
   

  

    

   
   
   

  

  
   

 
 
 
 

  

       

          

       

    

       

             

              
 
 
 

 

   
 

                   
 

VI. NUMERICAL STUDY 

In this section, some examples are given to show the effect 

of the parameters                      and  on the 

performance measures mean queue length,      , variance 

of queue length , probability that the server is idle, mean 

queue length when the server is an vacation period, mean 

queue length when the server is in regular busy period, 

probability that the server is in working vacation period and 

probability that the server is in regular busy period for the 

model analyzed in this paper. The corresponding results are 

presented as case(1), case(2) and case(3). 

Case(i):If                           
 
    

 
 

              and     , the matrix   is obtained 

using the equations (8)& (9) 

   
                        

                 
                 

  

and the invariant probability vector is   
              where 

                                
and the remaining vectors   ’s are evaluated using the 

relation      
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For the chosen parameters     , and the sum of the steady 

state probabilities is found to be 0.955029 

The performance measures are 

(i)  Mean queue length      0.24836 

(ii)       0.410295 

(iii) Variance of queue length         0.348612 

(iv) Probability that the server is ideal =0.747316 

(v) Mean queue length when the server is an vacation 

period =0.010906 

(vi) Mean queue length when the server is regular busy 

period =0.037819 

(vii) Probability that the server is in working vacation 

period 

         0.010221 

(viii) Probability that the server is in regular busy 

period         0.031502 

Case(ii):If                          
 
    

 
 

              and     , the matrix    is obtained 

using the equations (8)& (9) 

   
                        

                 
                 

  

and the invariant probability vector is   
              where 

                                
and the remaining vectors   ’s are evaluated using the 
relation       

      

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

   
                                                 
 For the chosen parameters     , and the sum of the 

steady state probabilities is found to be 0.95269546 

The performance measures are 

(i) Mean queue length      0.135078 

(ii)       0.174399 

(iii) Variance of queue length         0.156153 

(iv) Probability that the server is ideal =0.820587 

(v) Mean queue length when the server is an vacation 

period =0.011128 

(vi) Mean queue length when the server is regular busy 

period =0.080998 

(vii) Probability that the server is in working vacation 

period 

         0.010102 

(viii) Probability that the server is in regular busy 

period         0.054003 

Case(iii):If                
 
  

 
       

          and      , the matrix    is obtained using the 

equations (8)& (9) 

   
                     
                 
                 

  

and the invariant probability vector is   
              where 

                                
and the remaining vectors   ’s are evaluated using the 
relation       

      

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

  
                                                 

   
                                                 
 For the chosen parameters     , and the sum of the 

steady state probabilities is found to be 0.988916 

The performance measures are 

(i) Mean queue length      0.172750 

(ii)       0.233721 

(iii) Variance of queue length         0.203878 

(iv) Probability that the server is ideal =0.832079 

(v) Mean queue length when the server is an vacation 

period =0.007599 

(vi) Mean queue length 

when the server is regular 

busy period =0.219899 
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(vii) Probability that the server is in working vacation 

period 

         0.007243 

(viii) Probability that the server is in regular busy 

period         0.141743 
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